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ABSTRACT: The paper is aimed at determining mechanisms that control numbers of 
coeval cohort as well as ecological consequences of cannibalistic predation resulting from the 
fact of impossibility to leave the medium. The experiment was based on compari · on of survival 
in one generation of T co11/i1S11111 from eggs to adults in free cultures (with a possibility of 
migration) and that of confined cultures with initial density of eggs increasing from 30 to 300 
per g of medium. Considerably higher survival and a faster post-embryonic development were 
observed in free cultures. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The control of population numbers can be thought as a continuous process in 
which food is always supplied, individuals are continuously born and they die, or as a 
discontinuous process resulting from intermittent food supply and from the fact that 
individuals are born at certain time intervals. Consideration of population processes in 
discontinuous time units permits for closer analysis of ecological processes that can 
lead to population control. 

By examining theoretical models of population control in discontinuous unit times 
at uneven partition of resources L o m n i c k i ( 1980a, 1982) has found that uneven 
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partition of resources and their monopolization by the strongest individuals affects the 
shape of function: 

N, i I = J (N,) 

where: N, - population numbers at time t. N, t 1 _:_ population numbers in the next 
unit time. When resources are in excess, N, ➔ 1 is an increasing function of N,; when, 
however, they become in shortage - the growth ratef(N,) decreases and at higher N, 
values two phenomena are theoretically possible: (I) N, . 1 can be independent of N, or 
(2) N, + 1 can be a decreasing function of N,. In the first case the population is stable and 
persistent, whereas in the second case the population stability and persistence depend 
on how steep is this decrease. More precisely, according to Lo m n i ck i (1980a, 
1980b) the qamped oscillations leading to population control occur then when: 

ldN, , 1 I I 
~ dN < 

I 

whcrca, population is stable when ma, im um value.of.N, is higher than maximum value 
of N, , 1 • Lack of dependence of N, + 1 on N, or their dependence result from a 
phenomenon defined by N i c h o I s o n (1954) respectively as (I) competition of 
contest type, if individuals in a population at higher densities are differentiated into a 
"privileged" group that consumes unproportionally large part of resources and the 
remaining individuals whose partition in resources is usually insufficient for survival 
and yield of progeny and (2) competition of scramble type where resources are 
partitioned more evenly among individuals what especially at high densities leads to 
oscillations and sometimes to extinction of the population. 
· T co,?f'usum is a multivolt species since mature females lay eggs for months and all 
stages (i.e., eggs, larvae, pupae and adults) are present in populations at the same time. It 
is possible, however, to imagine a cohort of larvae of this species that had developed 
from eggs laid more or less synchronically and to trace the control process operating 
within such a cohort. If competition for food affects survival of larvae it means that 
within a group of larvae themselves there are population processes that lead to control 
of numbers. Results of such processes can be examined either as a dependence between 
the density of one generation and the following one or as a dependence between one 
and the following developmental stage. 

The present paper does not try to answer the question what mechanisms contr~ 
1hholium populations that consist of different developmental stages but it is only a trial 
to determine what are the mechanisms that lead to control of numbers in this species 
during the larval stage. Thu , it is a study on density regulation in a fragment of the 
developmental cycle for the benefit of better recognition of the control mechanisms. In 
the majority of living being it is very difficult to determine how resources ~1re split 
among individuals of a single population but it is feasible to determine the shape or 
functi.on .f(Ni) by examining survival of individuals at different densities. / 

https://functi.on
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It would be especially interesting to give answers to the following questions: Firstly. 
whether the Tribolium larvae split resources in the way leading to oscillations and 
extinction or population, or in a way that leads to stability and persistance. Seco11dly. 
what is the impact of more natural way of culturing the beetles, giving them a possibility 
of larval migration before pupation, on such stability and persistence. It should be 
mentioned here that a tendency to migrate in larvae of T confi1sum cannot be 
considered in a common sense of word "migration", it is rather a tendency to disperse in 
older larvae in order to find a safe place for pupation outside ofa local population or on 
its periphery, similarly as it is the case in larvae of Zophohas rugipes Kirsch 
(Tenebrionidae) (T s c h i n k e I and Va n Be I I e 1976). Lack ofsuch migration 
leads to predation or larvae on pupae (M e r t z and R o b e r t s o n I 970. 
Sok o I off 1974), that means that prevention from emigration permits to 

determine the effect or cannibalistic predation of larvae on pupae upon stability and 
persistence already mentioned. 

Function off(Ni) can be examined in two ways: by determining the survivorship of 
individuals to the pupae stage or by assessing the total biomass of all pupae. The second 
approach is justified by the fact that the number of progeny in the following generation 
depends not only on the number of pupae but also on their size. 

T confi1su111 is occurring at very specific microhabitats such as nests of some Apidae 
(Hymenoptcra) or grain storage houses where food appears once and the usable 
requisites arc not renewed. Thus, experimental cultures run with synchronized groups 
on medium supplied only once are not at all remote from the reality. 

The experiment depended on comparison or density dependent survival of one 
generation in free and confined populations of T co11/usw11. Two series of populations 
were started, each with increasing initial density. Each series consisted of 10 cultures 
but the only difference between series was possibility of migration or lack of such 
possibility in confined populations. Therefore the competition consequences were 
considered here not in two subsequent generations but for two different developmental 
stages defining, e.g., number of adults N, 1 • as function ol egg numbers N,. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Material for the experiment consisted or T co11fim1111 culture collected rrom 
Cracovian bakeries via Department of Sanitation and Epidemiology "Sanepid", 
Cracow. 

All cultures prior to experiment for about two months and during the expenment 
were run at standard conditions. Wheat Oour rni :,ed with baker's dried yeast in weight 
proportion or 9.5 to 0.5 was used as the culture medium, with both ingredients being 
sifted by a sieve with mesh diameter of0.315 mm before mixing. The cultures were kept 
in dark incubators at a temperature of 29 ± I C and relative humidity of 75 ± 5",,. 

Experimental cultures were run in two series: with migration (F) and without 
migration (C). Each series consisted of 10 cultures with densities growing at 
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arithmetical progression with difference equal 30, starting with the lowest density of 30 

eggs per g of medium. Thus two identical series of densities were obtained: 30, 60, 90, 

120, 150, I 80, 210, 240, 270 and 300 eggs per g of medium, thus total number of eggs 

used in the experiment was 3300. 

All cultures were run in containers 5 cm high, 3 cm of a diameter and 30 cm 3 of 

volume, each containing I g of medium. These containers were placed into larger ones, 

I O cm of height, 5 cm of diameter and 150 cm 3 of volume, the latter being covered with 

mill gau~c with mesh of 0.315 mm in diameter. Small containers in series F possessed a 

I J 111111 wide paper band ~ticked to the bottom on the inner side and leading outside the 

upper ridge. This enabled larvae to leave the container, without , however, possibility or 

return. The larvae that reached the outer container were later placed in vials without 

medium. 
Each series was started with eggs that had been laid within 24 hours. To obtain the 

necessary number of eggs a thousand adults were removed from a stock culture and 

distributed by 200 into 5 containers, each with 50 g of medium. After 24 hours with 

sieves (mesh diameter 0.315 mm) eggs were separated from the medium and they 

served as initial material of series F. Similar was done to obtain eggs for series C after 

24-hour exposure of the same adults to the medium. 

Cultures of series F were supposed to be a model of free populations, when 

migration of individuals was possible. However, migration was purposely confined to 

emigration by cutting off possibility of return to the population they had left. Such 

solution seems to approach most closely real ecological situations where an individual 

leaving its population has but weak chance to return to it. In order to avoid 

cannibalistic predation among emigrants, each individual that had emigrated was 

placed in a single vial without medium and left for pupation or larval death. After about 

24 - 36 hours following pupation, the pupae were wei.ghed to an accuracy of 0.01 mg. 

Simultaneously 24 hours following the finding in the container, the pupae that did not 

left the container were also weighed. In order to avoid cannibalism by adults the 

emerging individuals were removed by means of tweezers from the culture with 

recording of their number for each population. Dead adults were also recorded and 

removed from the cultures. At that stage of culture the amount of medium left in the 

containers was so little that a detailed census rendered no difficulty. This enabled for 

recording first and last appearances of pupae and adults as well as their removal from 

the culture without sifting them through a sieve. 

The cultures of series F were started on 1983.0 I. I O and from that time on regular 

survey was done every two days. 

Series C was run as a control against series F , the cultures being run at identical 

conditions as those in series F, but they were closed during the experiment duration: the 

individuals could not leave the population. Only adults were removed from the 

containers similarly as in series F. The last proeedure here was also weighing pupae 

after 24-36 hours following pupation and recording the numbers of ind ivid uals tha t 

reached the last developmental stages (adult). 
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Cultures of series C were started 24 hours later, i.e., on 1983.01.11 and were left 
intact up to the first appearance of pupae. A detailed survey connected with sifting the 
cultures through sieves (0.315 mm) was done after termination of the whole develop
mental cycle, i.e., after the latest appearances of adults. 

3. RESULTS 

In summing up the results, it was observed unexpectedly high differences between 
free and confined populations. It is especially worth of underlining that the differences 
pertained to all main parameters that were recorded during the experiment such as 
dependence of adult numbers on egg numbers (Fig. I), living biomass of individuals 
(Table 1, Fig. 2) and the time of larval development (Fig. 3). Hence a considerable 
divergence results in energy utilization efficiency between free and confined popula
tions (Figs. 2, 4). 

Some methodological difficulties were evoked by concentration of eclosion in the 
middle period between first and last appearances of mature individuals. The intensity of 
eclosion was so high (at different time for the two series) that not all pupae were weighed 
between 24 and 36th hour after pupation . Among individuals of series F the latest 
adults (culture F - 300) appeared after 49 days since the start of the culture (Fig. 3). In 
series C (confined populations) the latest adults appeared (in cultures C-240 and C 
- 270) on 93rd day of the experiment (Fig. 3). Therefore at the highest densities of 
confined populations the larval development lasted by 89.9" 0 longer than in analogous 
free populations . 
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fig. I. Dependence of adult numbers (N>+ 
1

) on egg numbers (N,) per gram of medium in free (F) and confin..:d 
(C) cultures of T c011fi1s11111 
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Tab le I. Average pupal biomass and survival in free (F) and confined (CJ cultures of T co11f1.1s11m depending o n initial density (averages ± standard deviation) 

Initial dens ity (eggs per I g of flour) 
Series Parameters 

30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 

mean pupa biomass 2.59 2.4 1 2.33 2.13 2.03 1.64 1.69 1.47 1.48 1.40 
(mg)± S. D. ± 0.26 ±0.26 ± 0.28 ± 0.32 ± 0.23 ±0.3 1 ±0.3 1 ±0.25 ±0.2 1 ±0.21 

F number of ma ture 

individuals 
18 39 70 88 IOI 102 99 89 7 1 59 

mean pupa biomass 2.72 2.53 2.65 2.66 2.00 1.96 1. 50 1.3 3 1.40 -
(mg)± S. D. ±0.28 ± 0.3 1 ± 0.40 ± 0.23 ±0.40 ± 0.32 ±0.37 

C number of ma ture 

ind ividu als 
20 47 52 35 14 9 8 I I 0 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of total biomass of pupae (BJ on number of eggs (N_,) per gram of 1m:dium in fre<.: (Fland 

confined (C) cultures of T c:011/i1s11111 
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Fig. 4. Average prod uetion of biomass from an egg (B/ N,) in dependence on number of eggs (N, ) per gram or 
mcdium in free (F) and confined (C) cultures of T co11fi1su111 

For densities of 90 eggs per g of medium and for higher densities very clear 
differences were observed in surviva1 of individuals. In culture F - 300 survival 
percentage amounted still to 19.67" ,,, whereas in series Cat density of 300 eggs per g of 
medium all individuals died by that time (Fig. I). 

It was observed that average biomass of pupa showed a clear tendency to decrease 
with increasing density in both the series. Especially abrupt decrease of average pupa 
biomass was observed in series F (free cultures) between densities 150 and 180 eggs per g 
of medium, but in series C (confined populations) between densities 120 and 210 eggs 
per g of medium (Table I). 

tr total biomass produced at a given initial density is cons idered (biomass of an 
average pupa multiplied by number of adults in a given culture), then the difference 
between series F and C is especially conspicuous. In series C, after attaining a maximum 
of I 37.8 mg in culture C-90, the amount of produced biomass abruptly decreases to 
zero which is reached in population C- 300. Simultaneously the amount of biomass 
produced in subsequent populations of series F has much more even distribution and in 
F -300 it still amounts 82.6 mg. In series F maximum is observed at a density of 150 
eggs per g of medium and it amounts to 205.03 mg (Fig. 2). 

During the experiment emigration rate for free populations was also recorded 
(series F). First emigrants were noted on 13th day after the start of culture. These were 
two larvae of the first instar, one at density of 120 eggs per g of medium (F - I 20) and 
another one from culture F - 300. A day later, after leaving the culture the two larvae 
died. Next emigrants were observed after 23 days since the start of the experiment but 
they appeared in all cultures then. Besides a few exceptions, the emigrating larvae were 
of the last instar showing, however, high differentiat ion in size: after pupation the 
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weight of individuals from cultures with lowest densities (F - 30, F - 60) exceeded by 

1.5 to 2 times the weight of those from populations of extremal densities (F-240, 

F - 270) {Table I). Only 46 larvae of 1214 emigrants left cultures at young stages, but no 

one of them reached the pupal stage. 

Emigration from culture F - 30 lasted only 4 days and ended on 25th day of 

experiment. Ultimately emigration was terminated after 33 days of the experiment 

(Table 2). Out of 1214 emigrants the pupal stage was reached by 1168 individuals thus it 

comprises all individuals that left the medium at the last larval stage. 

After elapse of time theoretically sufficient for closing the developmental cycle (to 

eclosion of adults), after 46 days sioce the moment of egg laying by females, a detailed 

survey was performed in series F. It turned out that there was no culture left with 

individuals of different developmental stages than adults, but in populations with 

highest initial densities: F - 120 and F - 180 - F -300 no one adult was produced. 

One adult was obtained in cultures F - 90 and F - 150, four in F - 60 and five in F - 30. 

Table 2. Duration of larval emigration and the number of emigrants in free {F) cultures of T. co11/im1111 in 

dependence on initial density 

Initial density (eggs per I g of flour) 

Parameters 
30 60 l/0 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 

Start of the emigration 
(days from the start 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 

of the experiment) 

End of the emigration 
(days from the start 25 27 29 31 27 29 29 31 31 31 

of the experiment) 

Lasting of the emigration 4 6 8 10 6 8 8 10 10 10 
(days) 

Number of emigrants I 5 35 69 91 105 147 154 176 205 .. 217 

The results of culturing I 2l4emigrants placed in separate vials are as follows: out of 

736 individuals that reached the last developmental stage 413 pupae were weighed. 

Average weight of a pupa in series F amounted to 1.91 mg with standard deviations 

0.266 mg (Table I). Total biomass of pupae that gave rise to adults amounted to = 
1342.35 mg, that gives 0.Xl35 mg out of one egg, on the average. 

The control population.~ of series C were left intact until appearance of first pupae. 

For the lirst time 22 pupae were observed 011 32nd day of the experiment in cultures 

C- 30 and art er about 24- 36 hours since the pupation they were weighed. The last 

weighing was done after 89 days of thee:-- periment, and the weighed pupae originated 

from cultures C-2-W and C- 270. In culture C -300 none of the larvae pupated and 

the last died after 96 days since the start of the experiment. ·In this series 121 pupae were 

weig_hed out of 317 individuals that went through eclosion. Average biomass of a pupa 
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in series C amounted to 2.08 mg with standard deviation s = 0.2774 mg (Table I). 
Total biomass of pupae that gave rise to adults amounted to 464.58 mg, that gives an 

average 0.2816 mg per egg. 

4. DISCUSSION 

If resources are in excess, functionf(N,) increases since all individuals of population 
receive enough resources for survival and reproduction. This pertains to both contest 
and scramble type of competition. Hence no significant differences were observed in 
survival of T co11fi1sum at lowest densities (30-60 eggs per g of medium) in the two 
series of the experiment. Taking into consideration the fact that the mechanisms of 
number control were studied only on larvae and that T confimun breeds continuously 
during its life, it can be easily seen that the dependence of numbers at time t + I on 
numbers at timer will take form of exponential growth. Th is results from multiplication 
of females that survived by number of female progeny. At the lack of regulatory 
mechanisms and high reproduction of T co11fi1su111 (about 10 eggs per day per female) 
this would lead to extinction or population due to running out of the resources. With 
such phenomenon we are faced in the case of competition of scramble type when the 
resources are evenly divided even at their shortage and it docs not ensure reaching the 
reproductive age by any individual (l, omni ck i 1978, 1980b, 1982). If moreover, 
the maximum value N 1 1 is higher than maximum value N 1 the population is unstable 
and at highest densities all individuals die at competition of scramble type (Beg on 
and M o r t i 111 c r I 9X I). It seems that this case is illustrated by series C of the 
experiment in question. 

Main mechanisms of control of numbers of T confi1su111 during larval life are 
emigrations or larvae and cannibalism, but only when they occur together. The 
cannibalistic predation especially on pupae forces larvae to disperse in the last larval 
stage in order to pupate in a place separated from potential aggressors 
(T s c h i n k e 1 1978). If there is no possibility of emigration from the medium (series 
C), the only way to avoid cannibalism is prolongation of larval development 
(Daws o n 1975) what increases the deficiency of resources and diminishes energetic 

efficiency of such populations. 
The importance of emigration ror Triholiu111 populations are corroborated by 

earlier studies by Prus (l963)and Z yr o ms k a-Rud z k a (1966). The latter 
authoress draws attention to the fact that the emigration process should be considered 
foremostly as factor co11trolling the population numbers and in consequence as process 
leading to populate new habitats. However, results obtained by P a r k et al.( 1965) on 
cannibalism in T,·iboliu111 claim for arguing. These authors have observed lack of 
statistically significant cannibalism among larvae and weak cannibalism of pupae by 
larvae. It seems that such findings resulted from experimenting at low densities (about 
10 larvae per g of medium) and a short duration or the experiment (6 days) . 

In free cultures where larvae could leave their medium (series F). 71.33 ± 4.x'',, or 
larvae emigrated before pupation. Besides few exceptions these larvae were at the last 
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stage what is in accordance with results 'reported by T s c h i n k e I and V a n 

B e I I e ( 1976) and T s c h i n k e I ( 1978) for Zoplwhas rnyipes. Although strong!} 

overcrowded populations ( 150 - 300 eggs per g or medium) were lcl"t by lar\'ae with size 

several times smaller than that of larvae at low densities, many or them gave rise to 

adults and these individuals decided upon much higher sun ival in rree cultures. 

Due to dispersion of larvae even in the highest densities there was a certain group or 

larvae that were successful in consuming enough resources for reaching reproductive 

age. Thus the possibility of emigration was a condition of differentiation or indiv iduals 

in these synchronized cohorts. Due to coincidence of three phenomena (cannibali~m. 

dispersion and differential ion of individuals) in free cultures a tendency was observed or 

stability and persistence of cultures. It should be said that this stability i, ensured in 

acoordance with theoret ical model proposed by -t.. o rn n i c k i ( l 9X0a, 19 '-0b, I 9X.2l 

by type or competition closer to contest type. Although in the experiment _just presented 

110 such clear competition of contest type was achie\ed to receive number or adults ola 

given density independent of number of eggs, one should al way~ rem cm ber that only a 

part of developmental stages or T co11/L1Su111 was examined. , )ne should expect, 

however, that similarly as for Triholiu111 casto11eu111 (Hcrbst 1 IL o rn n i ck i and 

K raw c z y k 1980) some mechanisms controlling the number-. of T rn11/u.\u111 do 

exist in adult stage. Simultaneous action of I hcse rnccha11 isms cai1 lead to a real stability 

or populations and ensure their persistence. 
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5. SU\-1M/\RY 

The paper aimed at determining the Lkpcndenc..: or population density on 1111111hcr of indi,iduals in 

preceding generation as well as cxa111ina1ion of cannibalism significance in tllL population. ln 01d e1 to 

achicvc this two serics. t O cult ur..:s each. were stancd on Tril,oli11111 co11/i1 s11111 (Tcn..: hrionidac I with inc1 c·a,ing 

initial dcnsities 30-300 eggs pc1 g of mcdium. The first sciies consisted L·xclusi,d} of f1ec cult urc , (with 

possibk ..:migration and no return to population) and the sccond scrics - confin, d cult u1es. I \I', ri111-:11t 

depended on studying sun i,al of onc gen..:1 at ion from eggs to adults and on co111 pa1 i,on of p,q ,al hio111a,, in 

subsequent densities for the two series. Th, du1 at ion of ind i, id ual d,vc:1011111 , 111 tim , 1"10111 an egg to an ad ult 

. was also reco1·<lcd. 
lcspt.:ciall) sign ilicant d iffcrt.:nces wcre oh,e11 ,d at higher d,nsit ic, of l h,· l wo , ,r ics starting f1 oni •JO cggs 

pt.:1 g of 111,dium ( 1-ig. I). Th, d,, doprn,ntal C) ck d u, at1011 in confin c:d cult ,1 cs ,· ,cecd..:d L" I en twicdy that in 

frce cult u r<.:s ( rig. J ). hut l ht.: diff,r,nc,, in th..: degr.:..: of food I c:,0 ,11 cc utili1a lion (hio111,h, o •lained f1 0111 one 

gram of medium) in cultur,s strongly 0,,1 populakd (, .g 240. 270 , gg, i''' g 01"1n , di u111) wcrL· high L' than 

tenfold (l·ig. 2). In the two ,cri..:s a ckar d,cn:as.: in a, , rag,· 1io111a" ol"a 1111pa was o lisc 1, ,·d tog,· th..:1 with 

increasing tknsity (Tahk I). 
Conlin..:d cult u 1 <.:s were cha1 act..:ri1<.:d h, low ,tahilit:, and p,rsistcncc. what is inl"cr red 1"10111 cx l 111ct ion of 

all ind i, id uals in I he pop1dati0n with high,st de nsit, iJOO ,ggs pc1· g of mc:di um). In l he ,,ries of fr , .: cu lt 111 ,· , a 

c,·rtain tcntkncy 10 ach ie1 c s1ahilit) and p..:1 ,i,t , nce wa, ohsc:r\ ed: e\-cn at the highest dcn,it) (JOO cgg, p, 1 g 

of mc:diuml,un i\cil dropped somewhat bdow 20",,. Thc causes of such state can be lool-.t.:d for in indi, id ual 

diffcn.:ntiation du<.: to dispcrsion resu lting into unc,en partition of resourcc:s within a popul,ttion. Thi, 
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ensun.:s lo somc of individuals gelling enough food for survival and re prod uetion at any initial density which 
augments both stability and persistence of population. 

Lower stability 111 confined populations should be attributed to lesser individual differentiation and to 
considerable loss of energy d uc to intense cannibalism. The cannibalism seems to be a main cause that 
prolongcs d..:vdopmental cycle at high densities. 

6. POLISH SUMMARY 

Cclem niniejszej pracy bylo ustalenie, jak ks7taltuje sii,: zalc:i:nosc zagi,:szczenia populacji od liczby 
osobnikow w pokoleniu poprzednim oraz zbadanie znaczenia kanibalizmu w populacji. W tym cclu 
1alo:i:ono 2 seric po I O hodowli Ti-iholh1111 con(11sw11 (Tenehrionidae) o rosn<1cych zagi,:szczeniach pocz<1tko
wych 30 - 300 jaj na I · g po:i:ywki. Na pierwsz<j scri<,: skladaly sii,: wyhicznic hodowlc otwarte (z mo:i:liwosci<1 
c· migracji . lcc1 be, 1110:i:liwosci powrolu do populacji). zas serii:: drug<! stanowily hodowle zamknii,:le. 
Lbperymenl opicral sii,: na badaniu prze:i:ywalnosei jednego pokolenia od jaj do imagines oraz na 
por<'1wnaniu biomasy poczwarek L postczeg6lnych zagi,:szczen dla obu serii. Notowano tak:i:c czas trwania 
ro1woju osobnic1.cgo od jaja do postaci dojrzalcj. 

SLCLeg6lnic istotnc r6:i:nicc rnii,:dzy hodowlami otwartymi a -zamknii,:tyrni zaobserwowano dla 
1agi,:s,C1cn wy:i:s1ych od 90 jaj na I g po:i:ywki (rys. I). Dlugosc cyklu rozwojowego w hodowlach 
1arnknii,tych pr1ewy:i:s1ala czas jcgo trwania w hodowlach otwartych nawcl 2-krotnie (rys. 3). zas r6:i:nicc w 
stopniu wykor1ystania zasob6w pokarrnowych (biornasa uzyskana zjednego grama po:i:ywki) w hodowlach 
najsilniej prLegc,:szC7onych (np. 240, 270 jaj na I g po:i:ywki) wy:i:sLe byly od 10-krotnych (rys. 2). W obu 
scriach zanotowano wyrazny spadek przccii,:tnej biornasy poczwarki wraz te wzroslem zagi,:szc1cnia (tab. I). 

Hodowlc tamknii,:te charaklcryzowala mala stabilnosc i trwalosc, czego dowodem jest wymarcie 
ws1ystkich osobnik 6w w populacji o najwy:i:szym zagi,szczeniu (300 jaj na I g poi~ wki). W scrii hodowli 
olwartych t aobserwowano pewm1 tcndencji,: do stabilnosci oraz trwalosc; nawet w najwy:i:szym ,.agi,:stctcniu 
(300 jaj na I g po:i:ywki) prtci:ywalnosc tylko nieLnacznic spadla ponizej 20" 0 . Przyc1yn takiego stanu rteczy 
mo:i:na upatrywac w zr6:i:nicowaniu osobniczym dtii,:ki dyspersji. ctcgo skutkiem jest nier6wny podLial 
1asob6w wcwm1trz populacji. Zapewnia to czi,:sci osobnik6w zdobycie wystarczaj<jcej do przczycia i wydania 
potomstwa ilosci pokarmu pr,1.y kazdym zagi,:s1c,.cniu pocz<1tkowym, co zwi<,:ksta stabi lnosc i trwalosc 
populacji. 

Nizsz<j stabilnosc w populacjach zarnknii,:tych nale:i:y przypisac nicwielkiemu zr6:i:nicowaniu osobnicze
rnu , a takzc z nactnym stratom energii wskutek nasilcnia kanibalizmu. Kanibalizm wydaje sii,: te:i: 
1asadniczym powodcm przedlu:i:ania cyklu rozwojowego w wysokich Lagi;szczcn iach . 
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